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CHAPTER1-Presenting Tina for IBM Domino
This topic topic describes this information:
• About Tina for IBM Domino
• IBM Domino Architecture
• Tina for IBM Domino Architecture
• Restore & Archive Manager 

About Tina for IBM Domino
Tina for IBM Domino is an optional module that enables the backup and restore of Domino
servers and Notes agents. This module is fully integrated in Tina.

The main features of Tina for IBM Domino are:
• On-line backup and restore.
• Use of IBM Domino API (Application Programming Interface).
• Backup of configuration files.
• High backup performance.

Audience. The information in this guide is intended for IT managers who are responsible for data
protection including backup and restore activities. They should be familiar with:
• Tina software (See the Tina PDF documentation for details).
• IBM Domino (See the user documentation for details).

Basic Notions.Glossary for a list of definitions about the most common terms used in this guide.

IBM Domino Architecture
The IBM Domino environment is based on a client/server architecture. It consists of three major
components:
• Database management.
• Electronic mail.
• Development to create customized applications using Notes databases.

This table lists the major components of IBM Notes architecture:
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Component Description

Domino
Server

A Domino server is an application and electronic mail server with a set of built-
in services facilitating the creation of secure and interactive solutions for
Internet, intranets and extranets.

A Domino server mainly consists of a Public Address Book (PAB), Notes
databases representing users’ mailboxes and a few system files. The
databases contain documents called notes. Some system files are necessary
to start a Notes database.

There are three types of Domino servers:

• Traditional: The Domino server is located on a single machine.
• Partitioned: Several Domino servers are located on the same machine.

They all have a specific domain name and are independent from one
another.

• Cluster: The Domino server is dispatched on several machines (from 2 to
6). The cluster is considered as a single machine.

These are the functionnalities of a Domino server:

• To ensure mail routing
• To store users’ mailboxes
• To manage mail connectors
• To communicate with the Notes administration console
• To share information written in Notes format
• To manage database access right
• To manage the Public Address Book
• To verify network users’ identity

Notes Agent A Notes agent is a program enabling users to communicate with the server
and to perform these operations:

• To open Notes databases located on the Domino server and/or its own
machine.

• To be identified by the Domino server by means of a Notes ID associated
with each user.

• To manage the Domino server through the administration console.
• To use a server console to communicate directly with the server and to

send command line instructions.

2 Tina for IBM Domino
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Component Description

Notes
Database

The Notes database is the main working document used to store and
exchange information.

Notes databases have a .nsf file extension whereas Notes database
templates have a .ntf extension.

Examples of Notes Databases.

• Mail Databases (user.nsf)
• Public Address Book (names.nsf)
• Notes Log (log.nsf)
• Notes Administration Help (helpadmin.nsf)
• Administrative Queries (admin4.nsf)
• Mail to be sent (mail.box)

ID Certifier IBM Notes environment security is based on ID files. Each organization ID file
must be certified by the main certifier of the organization.

The main certifier is represented by the cert.id file.

ID Vault
(beginning
with
IBM Domino
8.5)

The ID Vault is a database that holds protected copies of user IDs.

The ID Vault is stored on the Domino server as a .nsf database in the
directory
data/ibm_id_vault.

Every ID Vault has its own .id file located by default in data/ids/vault on
the Notes agent.

DAOS
(beginning
with
IBM Domino
8.5)

The Domino Atttachment Object and Service (DAOS) reduces disk storage by
storing all file attachments in a separate repository on the Domino server and
retrieving them by reference.

Attachment files are stored by default in the data/daos directory and are
managed by the daoscat.nsf database and the daos.cfg configuration file.

Tina for IBM Domino Architecture
This topic describes this information:
• Backup Mechanisms
• Restore Mechanisms

Backup Mechanisms
The Tina for IBM Domino module does not connect to IBM Domino through a client-server
mechanism. Instead, it uses functionalities provided by the IBM Domino API and access the
databases locally.

This offers several advantages:
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• A database can always be backed up or restored whatever the server status (enabled or
disabled).

• You can back up not only Domino servers but also Notes workstations. The backup can be
referred to as warm backup because some Notes libraries are necessary to restore data.

Backup is in Transactional mode and consists of backing up whole databases and transaction
logs during full backups and transaction logs during incremental backups. However, databases
are also backed up during an incremental backup if one of these conditions applies:
• A new database has been created and was never backed up before.
• The database DBIID (DBID and LogID) has changed since the last backup.
• The logging mode has switched from Non-Transactional to Transactional.
• The Transactional mode is NOT enabled for the database but the TINA_LDM_BACKUP_NON_

LOGGED_ON_INCR variable is set to Yes. See Windows for details.

The Domino server supports two types of transactional logging:
• Archive: Transaction logs cannot be reused until they are archived.
• Circular: Transaction logs are recycled as soon as they are recorded in the database.

In circular mode,Tina cannot perform incremental backups since the IBM Domino API
requirements do not enable it.

Restore Mechanisms
Restore is always performed up to the last backed up transaction log. However, the recovery
(operation consisting in applying transaction logs to databases) is performed up to the last
backed up transaction log, or even to the active transaction log, as long as the log sequence is
continuous.

Restore & Archive Manager
Restore & Archive Manager includes a file tree that you can browse to select the backed up data
to restore. The file tree displays the IBM Domino data status at a given time (Present or Past).

This image shows the Restore & Archive Manager file tree of the Tina for IBM Domino
application:
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Representing IBM Domino Objects
This table describes the IBM Domino objects:

IBM Domino
Object Description

Information This metadirectory provides this information:

• The Tina version.
• The name of the host where the Domino server is located.
• The list of all the environment variables that can be set for the Tina for

IBM Domino application along with their values. The default value of
the variables that were not defined in Tina also displays.

• The IBM Notes build number.
• Useful information to identify the IBM Domino configuration (Company,

User).
• The Tina for IBM Domino agent version (Notes agent version).

The IBM Domino Information metadirectory is not backed up because its
contents only exist when the file tree is displayed in Restore & Archive
Manager. There is no need to define a backup selection on this
metadirectory.

Tina for IBM Domino 5
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IBM Domino
Object Description

Body Structure This metadirectory contains these elements:

• The tree directories of the IBM Domino product.
• The list of all the linked files (.dir files).

This directory is used to circumvent the need to create a FileSystem
application. It keeps track of physical directories and files. If a directory or
file has been removed from this metadirectory, you cannot restore a
database in which the missing directory or file is present. You must
restore the missing element individually before attempting to restore the
base which contains it.

Configuration
Files

This metadirectory contains IBM Notes environment configuration files
which must absolutely be backed up. Except for desktop.ndk, these
files are located in the Domino/Data directory.

• cert.id: Contains the organization main certifier.
• daos.cfg: DAOS configuration file (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5).
• desktop.ndk: Ccontains the Notes desktop configuration.
• mail.box: A Notes database containing mails to be sent or deleted.
• notes.ini: A configuration text file used to start the Domino server or

the Notes agent.
• server.id: Contains the certificate of the organization first server.
• user.id: Contains the certificate of the organization first

administrator.

If one of the configuration files is not found, a warning message displays
in the log events, and an orange alert is displayed in the interface.

DAOS
Attachments
(beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)

This metadirectory contains all the attachment files with the .nlo
extension provided that DAOS is enabled on the Domino server. If DAOS
is not enabled, the metadirectory is not displayed in the file tree.

6 Tina for IBM Domino
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IBM Domino
Object Description

Databases The Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory contains these elements:

• Notes databases as they are organized on the disk.
• The Notes links specifying the path of databases which are located

outside the Domino data directory (Domino\Data).
See Notes Links for Databases outside the Domino Data Directory for
details.

If DAOS is enabled on the Domino server, the daoscat.nsf database is
displayed in the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory (beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5).

If the ID Vault is set, the ibm_id_vault directory is displayed in the
Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5).

The databases located in the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory are
represented by metadirectories:

• In the present, the database name displays in the IBM Notes agent
when opening a database metadirectory.

• In the past, the last full database backup prior to the selected date
displays when opening a database metadirectory.

ID Files
(beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)

This metadirectory contains the .id files created by IBM Domino for the
Vault. The user can also put some other .id files to back up in this
metadirectory.

This metadirectory is displayed in the file tree and backed up only if the
TINA_LDM_ID_DIRECTORY variable is set.

Log Files This metadirectory contains backed up transaction logs and transaction
logs to be backed up, even if they are not located in the same physical
directory.

These icons represent the statuses of transaction logs:

Transaction log located on disk and waiting to be backed up (green
icon).

Transaction log located on disk and backed up (orange icon),
provided that the TINA_LDM_COPY_LOGS variable is set to Yes (if not, the
transaction log is not displayed in the file tree).

Transaction log located on media after being purged (striped icon).

Tina for IBM Domino 7
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IBM Domino
Object Description

Synchronizer This metadirectory contains a metafile, also called Synchronizer. This
object enables you to select a backup session date for your restore.

After synchronizing on this date, all the backup files required for the
restore (dates of all full and incremental backups) are automatically
displayed in the Restore & Archive Manager file tree.

Notes Links for
Databases
outside the
Domino Data
Directory

Sometimes, Notes databases can be located on another disk or another
partition. In this case, you must use a Notes link specifying their physical
location.

Example 1.
D:\IBM\Domino\Data\mail1
D:\IBM\Domino\Data\mail2
D:\IBM\Domino\Data\mail3.dir
(with mail3.dir: X:\Bases_mail3\)

If your databases are located on another server, you must use a Notes
link specifying the name of the server.

Example 2.
D:\IBM\Domino\Data\archive.dir
(with archive.dir: \\FILESERVER\SHARE\Databases_archive\)

To avoid backup and restore errors of databases located on remote
disks, you must use the UNC syntax when specifying the path in the
Notes link.

8 Tina for IBM Domino
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CHAPTER2- Installing Tina for IBM Domino
This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisites
• Installing Tina for IBM Domino
• Configuring Tina for IBM Domino

Prerequisites
This table describes the prerequisites for installing Tina for IBM Domino:

Prerequisite Installation

Supported
operating
systems and
versions

The list of operating systems and IBM Domino versions supported by Tina
for IBM Domino is subject to frequent changes.

For the most up-to-date list of supported platforms, see the Compatibility
Guide on Atempo web site.

Windows Prior to installing Tina for IBM Domino, perform these operations:

• Specify the path of Domino server binaries (in particular, the
nnotes.dll library path) with the PATH environment variable.

• Specify the path of the dynamic library to use for a given Domino server
version with the TINA_APP_LIB_PATH environment variable.

Both variables are mandatory and must be set when configuring the Tina
for IBM Domino application. Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application
for details.
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Prerequisite Installation

Unix Prior to installing Tina for IBM Domino, perform these operations:

• Include the name of the directory where the binaries of the Domino
server are located in the variables:
- LD_LIBRARY_PATH (most Unix and Linux).

- LIBPATH (IBM AIX).

- SHLIB_PATH (HP-UX 32-bit).

Example.

LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$LD_LIBRARY_PATH:
/Appli/notes/Notes653/IBM/notes/latest/ibmpow

This variable must be defined in the environment of the IBM Domino user.
• Specify the path of Domino server binaries with the Notes_

ExecDirectory environment variable when configuring the Tina for
IBM Domino application.

• Specify the location of the notes.ini file with the environment variable
TINA_LDM_PARTITION, when you configure the Tina for IBM Domino
application.
The variable value must be the absolute path of the notes.ini
configuration file for the Domino Server (not the path of a directory).

Both variables (Notes_ExecDirectory and TINA_LDM_PARTITION) are
mandatory and must be set when configuring the Tina for IBM Domino
application. SeeWindows for details.

Installing Tina for IBM Domino
You must install a Tina Agent on the machine hosting the Domino server if you have not already
done so.

For details on installation, see the Tina Installation Documentation.

Configuring Tina for IBM Domino
Configuring Tina for IBM Domino for automatic backup consists in these steps:
• Creating and enabling a host on the machine hosting Tina for IBM Domino.
• Creating and enabling a Tina for IBM Domino application.
• Creating a backup selection.
• Creating or editing a media pool.
• Defining a backup schedule.

Note: The configuration steps are common to all Tina applications and are described at
length in the Tina Administration Documentation. Only the aspects specific to Tina for IBM
Domino are discussed in this guide.
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Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application
It is necessary to create at least one application for each Domino server to back up.

To create a Tina for IBM Domino application

1. Connect to the Web Administration and expand your catalog in the Tina Explorer.
2. Select Platforms  Applications. The Applications pane opens.
3. Click the New Application button to launch the Application Creation Wizard.
4. Define the IBM Domino application parameters.

This tables describes the parameters of the Tina for IBM Domino application:

Parameter Description

Host Selection Select the host where the Domino server is installed.

General Information

Application Name Enter the name of the new application. The application name is the
name given to the application backup folder. It can be edited at a later
date if needed without losing backups.

Each application must be given a different name.

Application Type Select the IBM Domino application.

Application
Version

Select the version of the IBM Domino application.

Comment Optional. Enter a comment describing the application.

User Information

User Name Enter the name of the user who corresponds to the owner of the IBM
Domino database and has access to all the files used by IBM Domino.

The username has this format:
Windows. DOMAIN\User
Unix. User

This user is generally named notes and you cannot use the root user
as it is refused to connect by the Domino Server because of security
issues.

Password and
Confirm Password

Provide the user password and confirm it.

Environment Variables

Tina for IBM Domino 11
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Parameter Description

Path to the IBM
Domino Dynamic
Library

Enter the path of the Tina for IBM Domino dynamic library to use.

Windows. The default value is (libtina_ldm?.dll).
Unix. The default value is (libtina_ldm?.so).

Remove the parenthesis and replace ? by the corresponding Domino
server version (e.g., libtina_ldm8.dll for Domino server version 8).

If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_
ldm8.dll or libtina_ldm8.so.

IBM Domino Binary
and Library
Directory

Unix only.

Enter the absolute path of the directory containing the IBM Domino
binary and library files for this distribution.

This could be one of these paths:

• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/linux
• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/sunspa
• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/ibmpow

Absolute Path of
the notes.ini
Configuration File

Unix only.

Enter the absolute path of the notes.ini configuration file for this
Domino server. Only in partition mode onWindows (several Domino
servers can be located on a host).

UTF-8 Compliant
Filesystem

Unix only.

Indicate if the underlying file system is UTF-8 compliant. The default
value is No.

12 Tina for IBM Domino
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Parameter Description

Optional
Environment
Variables

To add an optional variable:

1 Click Add and select Add an optional environment variable.

2 Select the variable in the Name tab. The variable definition displays
in the Details tab.

3 Click Apply and Close.

4 Enter the variable value in the Value column. The number of defined
optional variables is specified in the list (e.g., Optional (3/13)).

If you do not remember which value you can enter, point your mouse on
the variable name to display a pop-up containing information on the
variable.
To edit an optional variable:

5 Click the variable value in the list.

6 Enter the new variable value.

To remove an optional variable:

• Select the variable in the list and click Remove.
SeeWindows for the list of all the environment variables available for
the Tina for IBM Domino application.

You can also set environment variables using the Restore & Archive
Manager.

User Defined
Environment
Variables

A user defined variable is a variable that does not display in the existing
variable list.

To add a user defined variable:

7 Click Add and select Add a user defined environment variable. An
empty field displays in the list of user defined variables.

8 Enter the name of the variable in the Name column.

9 Enter the value of the variable in the Value column.

5. Check the Summary of the application parameters carefully and click Finish to create the
application.

6. If the application has been created successfully, click Close to exit the Application Creation
Wizard. The newly created application displays in the list of applications.
Or
If the application creation fails, read the error messages to solve the problem.

7. Select the application you have just created in the list and click the Enable Application
button to enable the application.
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Connecting to Restore & Archive Manager
Once you created the Tina for IBM Domino application in the Web Administration, you should test
the Domino server connection and parameters by launching Restore & Archive Manager.

To test the Tina/Domino connection

1. Open the Restore & Archive Manager for the newly created application. The authentication
window opens.

2. Enter the name and password of the IBM Domino administrator and click OK. The Restore
& Archive Manager containing the application backup folder opens. It contains the root
directory.

3. Double-click the root directory. Tina tries to connect to the Domino Server. If the connection
was correctly set up, the child directory containing the structure of the IBM Domino
databases displays. If an error occurs, the root directory remains open but an error icon and
a message display.
See the Tina Events (Current Activity  Events in the Web Administration) and go back to
the beginning of the topic to reconfigure the connection parameters.
If you cannot solve the problem, contact Atempo Technical Support.

4. Check that a backup selection is defined on the root directory of the application.
5. Double-click the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory. Tina controls its access user role. If

the access user has sufficient rights, the database directories display. If not, an error icon
and message display.

6. Browse through IBM Domino metadirectories to check the configuration.
See Representing IBM Domino Objects for details on metadirectories.

14 Tina for IBM Domino
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CHAPTER3-Backing up IBM Domino Data
This topic describes this information:
• Prerequisites
• Principles
• Configuring Tina for IBM Domino

Prerequisites
This table lists the prerequisites for performing IBM Notes environment backup:

Prerequisite Backup

Incremental
Backup

• Transactional Logging Archive mode enabled (not required for full backup)
• Use of a unique strategy

Schedule Backups should be scheduled during inactive time period in order to avoid
conflicts with server tasks (replication, nfixup, etc.).

Note: Tina for IBM Domino versions 7 and 8 do not support databases in NSFDB2 format.

Principles
Tina for IBM Domino is designed to back up a IBM Notes environment (databases and
configuration files) while maintaining user access to the databases. The administrator can
perform full and/or incremental backups of the application.

IBM databases backup with Tina for IBM Domino involves two steps:
• The environment backup of the host where the Domino server is installed through the Tina

agent or through a FileSystem application (See the Tina Administration Documentation for
details).
This backup is essential to perform a Domino server Disaster Recovery. See Scenario 7:
Disaster Recovery Restore of a Domino Server for details.

• The Notes databases backup through the Tina for IBM Domino application attached to the
host.

Backed up Objects
This table describes the objects backed up during full and incremental backups:
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Backup Type Object Backed up

Full Backup • The database is offline and backed up.
• A buffer containing modifications that occured during the database backup

is also backed up.
• Transaction logs are backed up.

To disable the backup of transaction logs, set the TINA_LDM_BACKUP_LOGS_
ON_FULL variable to No.
Be careful, if you use this option, you cannot perform Point in Time restores
between the latest incremental backups and the full backup.

Incremental
Backup

Active and inactive transaction logs are backed up, then inactive transaction
logs are copied in a default directory called TiNa_Logs located in the directory
containing Notes databases.

To disable the copy of the logs, set the TINA_LDM_COPY_LOGS variable to No.
Databases are also backed up if one of these conditions applies:

• A new database has been created and was never backed up before.
• The database DBIID (DBID and LogID) has changed since the last backup.
• The logging mode has switched from Non-Transactionnal to

Transactionnal.
• The Transactional mode is NOT enabled for the database but the TINA_

LDM_BACKUP_NON_LOGGED_ON_INCR variable is set to Yes. See Windows
for details.

Backup Strategies

Synthetic Backups
The Tina synthetic backup feature must not be used to perform Tina for IBM Domino application
backups, as it does not enable a consistent databases restore.

Parallel Backups
Tina Parallel Backup and Restore is a functionality that increases system performance by
enabling users to split backup jobs into several processes that can run simultaneously.

The user must select parallelism points in Tina and set the maximum number of streams in the
strategy (parallelism index). When Tina encounters such a point during backup, it spawns a
process to back up the node and its sons.

To configure parallel backups

1. Create a Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set parallel backup selections on databases and directories under the IBM Notes directory

(the Properties tab of the New Backup Selection window).

16 Tina for IBM Domino
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3. Define a strategy with a parallelism index equal to the number of drives (Advanced tab of
the Backup Strategy Properties window). For the parallel backup mechanism to be visible, it
is recommended to set an index greater than 2.

4. Run a full backup.
5. Check in Job Manager that the backup is split into several jobs corresponding to the defined

backup selections.

Synchronization points

IBM Notes backs up its objects in a given order. Databases must be backed up before
transactional logs.

A synchronization point is set on the /Databases directory. When Tina encounters such a node,
it waits until all the node's children and siblings have been backed up, then continues backing up
through the tree.

Frequency Issues
This table provides best practices for backup frequency:

Recommended
Backup Schedule

Machine Hosting the Tina for IBM
Domino Application

Tina for IBM Domino
Application

Incremental Backup
Frequency

Daily Daily

Full Backup Frequency Weekly Weekly at least

A full backup is required to perform a possible restore.

It is advisable to schedule full backups frequently (1 or even 2 per week), in order to avoid having
to restore too many transaction logs. In that case, the recovery (operation consisting in applying
transaction logs to databases) may take a long time.
If there is a heavy load on servers, one full backup and several incremental backups are
performed everyday.

Multiple Strategies
Using several backup strategies to back up the same object is not supported. This causes
transaction logs from different strategies to be mixed up during a restore.

It is also not allowed to use several strategies to separate incremental from full backups
(transaction logs are only backed up once).

For details on backup strategies, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Backup Selections

Defining a Backup Selection
Backup selections are used to define the data to be backed up, and the conditions under which
this data is backed up. A backup selection is defined for a given directory and applies to all its
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contents (files and subdirectories).

By default, a backup selection is automatically set on the root metadirectory of the file tree in the
Tina for IBM Domino application so as to back up all the databases.

This default backup selection has these settings:
• It is associated with all the backup strategies.
• No filter is set.
• No time phase is excluded.
• The data format is compressed but not encoded.

You can define backup selections at lower levels in the Tina for IBM Domino application file tree.
To take advantage of Tina versatility, you can back up some Notes databases more or less
frequently or not back up Notes databases that are seldommodified.

Note: If you do not want to back up the whole file tree, ensure that you also define a backup
selection on the Configuration Filesmetadirectory. Files located in that metadirectory
are essential for the whole restore of a Domino server.

This table lists the backup selections to define on metadirectories depending on the data to back
up:

Data to Back up Backup Selection

To back up all the Notes databases. /

To back up some of the Notes databases. /Log Files

/Databases/IBM Notes/base1.nsf

/Databases/IBM Notes/base2.nsf

/Databases/IBM Notes/basen.nsf

/Configuration Files

/Synchronizer

For details on backup selections, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Filter Syntax
The backup selection filter syntax must be the same as the one used in the Restore & Archive
Manager file tree. The space must be replaced by a question mark (?) OR a backslash (\)
followed by a space in the selection and exclusion syntax of backup selections.

For details on filter syntax, see the Tina Administration Documentation.

Example. Selection and Exclusion Filter Syntaxes of a Backup Selection

Names area of the Filters tab in the Define Backup Selection window:

Selection or Exclusion Filters:

/Databases/IBM?otes/mail
/Databases/IBM?Notes/applis
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Backup Selection Prerequisites for a Disaster Recovery Restore or a Cross-
Restore
This table lists the data that must be backed up before performing a Disaster Recovery restore or
a cross-restore:

Restore Type Backup Selection Prerequisite

Disaster
Recovery
Restore

Backup of the IBM Notes tree structure through a Tina agent or a
Filesystem application:

• Backup selection on the Domino directory containing the binaries.
• Backup selection on the Data directory of the Domino server containing

the databases.
• Backup selection on every directory pointed by IBM Notes (through

Notes links, .dir files) which could contain databases.
• Exclusion of these objects from the backup selections using this syntax:

*.n?f *.box
daos (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)

One full backup per week at least of the Tina for IBM Domino application.

Cross-Restore Backup of the Domino environment skeleton through a Filesystem
application created on the source server:

• Backup selection on the Domino directory containing the binaries.
• Backup selection on the Data directory of the Domino server, if it is a

partitioned Domino server.

The backup of the Domino directory can be sufficient if the Data directory is
a sub-directory.
• Exclusion of these objects from the backup selections using this syntax:

*.n?f *.box
daos (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)

One full backup per week at least of the Tina for IBM Domino application.

Configuring Tina for IBM Domino
• Configuration 1: Backing up Data onWindows
• Configuration 2: Backing up Data on Unix
• Configuration 3: Backing up DAOS (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)
• Configuration 4: Backing up the ID Vault (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)

Configuration 1: Backing up Data on Windows
1. Start the Web Administration.
2. Create a Tina for IBM Domino application. See Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application

for details.
3. Set these variables:
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– TINA_APP_LIB_PATH=libtina_ldm?.dll
Replace ? with the version of your Domino server.
If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_ldm8.dll.

– PATH=c:\IBM\Domino

Best Practice
• Although data compression uses up more machine resource, you may want to compress

backed up data if you are in a low data flow network environment to reduce network traffic.
To compress data, start the Web Administration and select the Compress files option in the
Options area of the Properties tab in the Backup Selection Details window.

Configuration 2: Backing up Data on Unix
1. Start the Web Administration.
2. Create a Tina for IBM Domino application. See Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application

for details.
3. Set these variables:

– TINA_APP_LIB_PATH=libtina_ldm?.so
Replace ? with the version of your Domino server.
If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_ldm8.so.

– TINA_LDM_PARTITION=/opt/IBM/notesdata/notes.ini
– Notes_ExecDirectory=/opt/IBM/notes/latest/linux
– TINA_LDM_UTF8_FS=Yes

Best Practice
• Although data compression uses up more machine resource, you may want to compress

backed up data if you are in a low data flow network environment to reduce network traffic.
To compress data, start the Web Administration and select the Compress files option in the
Options area of the Properties tab in the Backup Selection Details window.

Configuration 3: Backing up DAOS (beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)
The DAOS catalog is stored on the Domino server in the data/daos/daoscat.nsf database
and is backed up together with the other databases.

If DAOS is enabled in the Domino server configuration, Tina for IBM Domino automatically backs
up these components:
• The DAOS Attachmentsmetadirectory and all the related attachment files with the .nlo

extension.
• The daoscat.nsf database located in the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
• The daos.cfg configuration file located in the Configuration Filesmetadirectory.

See Configuration 1: Backing up Data onWindows or Configuration 2: Backing up Data on Unix
for details on configuring the DAOS backup.

See Representing IBM Domino Objects for details on the file tree components of Tina for IBM
Domino.
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Configuration 4: Backing up the ID Vault (beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)
The DAOS catalog is stored on the Domino server in the data/daos/daoscat.nsf The ID Vault
is stored on the Domino server as an .nsf database in the Databases/IBM Notes/ibm_id_
vaultmetadirectory and is backed up together with the other databases.

If the ID Vault is configured, these components must be backed up:
• The .id files located by default in the data/ids/vaultmetadirectory on the Notes agent

using the TINA_LDM_ID_DIRECTORY environment variable that enables you to specify the
directory containing the ID files.

• The <database_name>.nsf located in the Databases/IBM Notes/ibm_id_vault
metadirectory using a backup selection.

To back up the ID Vault on Windows

1. Start the Web Administration.
2. Create a Tina for IBM Domino application. See Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application

for details.
3. Set these variables:

– TINA_APP_LIB_PATH=libtina_ldm?.dll
Replace ? with the version of your Domino server.
If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_ldm8.dll.

– PATH=c:\Lotus\Domino
– TINA_LDM_ID_DIRECTORY=e:\Program Files\IBM\Lotus\Notes

\Data\ids

To back up the ID Vault on Unix

1. Start the Web Administration.
2. Create a Tina for IBM Domino application. See Creating a Tina for IBM Domino Application

for details.
3. Set these variables:

– TINA_APP_LIB_PATH=libtina_ldm?.so
Replace ? with the version of your Domino server.
If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_ldm8.so.

– TINA_LDM_PARTITION=/opt/IBM/lotus8/notesdata/notes.ini
– Notes_ExecDirectory=/opt/IBM/lotus/notes/latest/linux
– TINA_LDM_UTF8_FS=Yes
– TINA_LDM_ID_DIRECTORY=/opt/IBM/lotus/notes/Data/ids
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CHAPTER4-Restoring IBM Domino Data
This topic describes this information:
• Terminology
• Principles
• Restore Scenarios
• Recommendations

Important: Atempo does not guarantee that data restored directly from a tape can be used
successfully. It is essential that you perform a tina_restore (or a Tina restore) if you use
tapes when restoring IBM Notes data.

Terminology
This topic describes this information:
• Select versus Check

Select versus Check
Do not mix up these actions in the procedures described in the Restore & Archive Manager file
tree of Tina for IBM Domino:
• To select. To highlight an object in the file tree.

This image shows an object selection in the Tina for IBM Domino file tree:

• To check. To put a check mark next to an object in the file tree.
This image shows an object check in the Tina for IBM Domino file tree:

The difference between these two actions is important, especially when data restore is involved.
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Principles
Tina for IBM Domino enables you to restore all notes of each Notes database in a simple and
quick way.

You can not only recover a database lost because of mishandling or a disk crash, but also restore
a database as it was at a given date using Time Navigation.

Restore is always of the complete database.

Synchronizer
Restore uses the Synchronizermetadirectory. In the past, the metadirectory enables you to
synchronize in time on a full or incremental backup. All the backup files required for the restore
are displayed in the Restore & Archive Manager file tree. See Synchronizer for details.

Disk Crash
If a disk crash occurs on the disk where databases and configuration files are located, you must:
• Restore the system or reinstall it if it was located on the same disk (which is not

recommended for security and performance reasons).
• Reinstall a Domino server (it is not necessary to configure it).
• Start Restore & Archive Manager.
• Restore the *.id and notes.ini configuration files.
• Restore all databases.

Lost Databases
In case of a database loss, you must:
• Start Restore & Archive Manager.
• Check databases, then restore them.

Transaction Logs
By default, when data is restored in an intermediate database (database_00.nsf), the REPLICA
ID remains the same as that of the original database.

However, the REPLICA STATUS is disabled, which prevents replicating with the database. You
can enable replication again through the Notes agent by unchecking the Temporarily disable
replication for this replica option.

This image shows the Replication Settings window:
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If the REPLICA STATUS is disabled during restore and the TINA_LDM_DISABLE_BACKGROUND_
AGENTS variable is set to Yes, the Disable background agents option is set for the database.

This image shows the Database window:

Atempo recommends setting the TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH variable in the notes.ini file of the
Domino server.

This optimizes backup by preventing the double backup of logs into the path defined by TINA_
LDM_ALT_LOGDIR as well as to tape, and restore by preventing the double restore of files to both
TINA_LDM_ALT_LOGDIR and the Domino logs directory. These unnecessary extra copies of the
logs take time and drain resources. SeeWindows for details.

To optimize restore of transaction logs

1. Add the TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH variable in the notes.ini file:
TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH=x:\restorelogs
Create the variable if needed. No reboot of the Domino server is required.

2. Set the TINA_LDM_COPY_LOGS variable to no.
3. Delete the TINA_LDM_ALT_LOGDIR variable.
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Tina now restores logs directly into x:\restorelogs, without any preliminary copy
elsewhere.

Restore Scenarios
• Scenario 1: Restoring a Server
• Scenario 2: Restoring a Database
• Scenario 3: Restoring Deleted Notes
• Scenario 4: Restoring Attachment Files of a Database with DAOS (beginning with

IBM Domino 8.5)
• Scenario 5: Restoring an ID file (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)
• Scenario 6: Restoring the ID Vault (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)
• Scenario 7: Disaster Recovery Restore of a Domino Server
• Scenario 8: Cross-Restore

Note: The restore steps (Time Navigation period, configuring restore parameters, viewing
restore information, etc.) which are common to all Tina applications are described at length
in the Tina Restore Documentation. Only the aspects specific to Tina for IBM Domino are
discussed in this guide.

Scenario 1: Restoring a Server
The scenario consists in restoring the whole server after a crash of the disk where the databases
and configuration files were located.

To restore a server to the last known full backup date

1. Reinstall Tina if necessary.
2. Restore the IBM Notes environment on the IBM Notes host, as it was prior to the disk crash.
3. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
4. Set this variable:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER=Yes
5. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
6. Select the last backup date in the list and click Synchronize.
7. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period between the present and the last full

backup date.
8. Check these objects:

– The Configuration Filesmetadirectory
– The Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory
– The date you want for the server restore in the Synchronizermetadirectory (or none

if all the logs have been kept on another disk).
9. Select Restore  Run to restore the server.
10. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

To restore a server to the last known incremental backup date

1. Reinstall Tina if necessary.
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2. Restore the IBM Notes environment on the IBM Notes host, as it was prior to the disk crash.
3. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
4. Set this variable:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER=No (default value)
5. Restore the full backup of the Tina agent or the Filesystem application.
6. Check that the transaction log directory of Tina (TiNa_Logs) is empty.
7. Restore the last two transaction logs through the Tina for IBM Domino application and close

Restore & Archive Manager.
8. Set this parameter in the notes.ini file:

– TRANSLOG_Recreate_Logctrl=1
9. Empty the transaction log directory of the Domino server EXCEPT the two last transaction

logs previously restored. Empty the transaction log directory of Tina (TiNa_Logs) as well.
10. Restore the databases:

a. Synchronize on the last backup through the Synchronizermetadirectory.
b. Select the Show deleted files box. Only the most recent full backup preceding the

reference incremental displays in the Transaction Log Files metadirectory.
c. Select the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
d. Select the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
e. Select the Configuration Filesmetadirectory.
f. Start the restore.

11. Start the Domino server.

Scenario 2: Restoring a Database
These scenarios consist in restoring a deleted or damaged database. In this case, it is not
necessary to restore configuration files. This topic only describes standard database restore
procedures. See Addditional Database Restore Scenarios for details.

Note: In some circumstances, especially in a Domino Cluster environment, an error may
arise during the recovery phase which follows a database restore. This occurs because one
of the Domino services or a third-party product (such as an anti-virus) takes control of the
database before the recovery operations are complete.

To avoid this problem, IBM recommends restoring the database to an isolated server, and
then moving it manually to the production server.

See Scenario 8: Cross-Restore for details on this restore operation.

This is only possible if the databases (and their DAOS attachments) are not encrypted. For
more details on restore, see the IBM’s RedbookOptimizing Lotus Domino Administration at
the http://www-
10.lotus.com/ldd/dominowiki.nfs/xpDocViexer.xsp?lookupName=IBM+Redbooks%3A+Opti
mizing+Lotus+Domino+Administration#action=openDocument&res_title=3.10_
Restore&content=pdcontent address.

To restore a database to the present time

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Select Past in the Time Navigation area.
3. Open the database that you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf), right-click the user.full

object and select Versions.
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4. Note the transaction log number of the last version of the database to restore
(e.g., 0001234).

5. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period between the present and the last full
backup date.

6. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check these objects:
– The TXN log files from the log file you noted the number (e.g., S0001234.TXN) to the

last log file.
– The database (the user.full object or the user.nfs database).

7. Select Restore  Run to restore the database and wait for the volume calculation. When the
restore volume is displayed, check the disk space (e.g., if you checked 100 TXN log files,
you need 100x65 MB = 6.5 GB).

8. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

Note: Unprocessed TXN log files may still be present in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path
directory. You can remove themmanually after the restore or set the TINA_LDM_
PURGE_RESTORED_TRANSLOGS environment variable to Yes. See Windows for details.

To restore a database to a known incremental backup date

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Disable this variable:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME=(no value in this field)
3. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
4. Select the wanted incremental backup date in the list and click Synchronize.
5. Open the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf), right-click the user.full object of

the wanted incremental backup version and select Instances.
6. Note the transaction log number of the database to restore (e.g., 0001234).
7. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period between the present and the last full

backup date.
8. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check these objects:

– The TXN log files from the log file you noted the number
(e.g., S0001234.TXN) to the last log file.

– The Synchronizer object to specify the recovery date.
– The database (the user.full object or the user.nfs database).

Note: If you do not specifiy a recovery date, the recovery is performed up to the last
restored log file. If the logs are continuous, the recovery is performed up to the present.

9. Select Restore  Run to restore the database and wait for the volume calculation. When the
restore volume is displayed, check the disk space (e.g., if you checked 100 TXN log files,
you need 100x65 MB = 6.5 GB).

10. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

Note: Unprocessed TXN log files may still be present in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path
directory. You can remove themmanually after the restore or set the TINA_LDM_
PURGE_RESTORED_TRANSLOGS environment variable to Yes. See Windows for details.
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To restore a database to a date between two incremental backups

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable to the wanted date:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME=YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS
3. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
4. Select the incremental backup date after the wanted date in the list and click Synchronize.

This diagram illustrates how to select the incremental backup for synchronization:

5. Open the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf), right-click the user.full object of
the wanted incremental backup version and select Instances.

6. Note the transaction log number of the last version of the database to restore
(e.g., 0000190).

7. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period between the present and the last full
backup date.

8. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check these objects:
– The TXN log files from the log file you noted the number

(e.g., S0000190.TXN) to the last log file.
– The database (the user.full object or the user.nfs database).

Note: If you check the Synchronizer object, the TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME
environment variable is not taken into account.

9. Select Restore  Run to restore the database and wait for the volume calculation. When the
restore volume is displayed, check the disk space (e.g., if you checked 100 TXN log files,
you need 100x65 MB = 6.5 GB).

10. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

Note: Unprocessed TXN log files may still be present in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path
directory. You can remove themmanually after the restore or set the TINA_LDM_
PURGE_RESTORED_TRANSLOGS environment variable to Yes. See Windows for details.

Scenario 3: Restoring Deleted Notes
The scenario consists in restoring notes that have been lost or accidentally deleted. It enables
the user to restore the database containing the deleted notes next to the original one and then
use the Notes agent to copy the deleted notes from the restored database to the original one.

To restore deleted notes

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable:
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– TINA_LDM_SAFE_RESTORE=Yes
3. Restore the database as indicated on Scenario 2: Restoring a Database

A <database_name>_00.nsf file is physically created in the directory where the original
database is located.

4. Open the two databases with a Notes agent. Copy and paste the missing notes from the
<database_name>_00.nsf file to the <database_name>.nsf file.

5. Delete the <database_name>_00.nsf file.

Scenario 4: Restoring Attachment Files of a Database with
DAOS (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)
After having restored a database using DAOS, you must restore manually the attachment files
associated with this database. This operation is not performed by Tina for IBM Domino.

Note: You must repeat this procedure for EACH database using DAOS.

To restore the attachment files of a database using DAOS

1. Restore the database that uses DAOS. See Scenario 2: Restoring a Database for details.
2. In the Domino server console, run this command to list the attachment files associated with

this database:
tell daosmgr listnlo -o missing.txt <database_name>.nsf
The missing.txt file is created. It contains the list of all the entire paths for the .nlo
missing attachment files.

3. In Restore & Archive Manager, check the missing .nlo files listed in the missing.txt file
and select Restore  Run to restore these files.

4. In the Domino server console, run this command to resynchronize the DAOS catalog with
the existing files.
tell daosmgr resync

Scenario 5: Restoring an ID file (beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)
To restore an ID file

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Use Time Navigation to locate the version of the .id file to the date you want to restore it.
3. In the ID Vaultmetadirectory, check the.id file you want to restore.
4. Select Restore  Run.
5. Configure the restore parameters and click OK.

Scenario 6: Restoring the ID Vault (beginning with
IBM Domino 8.5)
To restore the ID Vault

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Select the <database.name>.nsf database in the database/IBM notes/ibm_id_vault

directory. See Scenario 2: Restoring a Database for details.
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3. Select the <file_name>.id file which corresponds to the database in the ID Vault
metadirectory. See To restore an ID file for details.

Scenario 7: Disaster Recovery Restore of a Domino Server
The topic describes the Disaster Recovery restore of a Domino server.

Two cases can be considered:
• The Domino server is restored on the same machine. In that case, all the operations are

performed on the same machine.
• The Domino server is restored on another machine. In that case, Restore & Archive

Manager must be opened on the target server (machine onto which you want to restore the
Domino server). All the operations are performed from the backup folders of the source
server.

Backup Prerequisites
This data must be backed up before performing a Disaster Recovery restore:
• Backup of the IBM Notes tree structure through a Tina agent or a Filesystem application:

– Backup selection on the Domino directory containing the binaries.
– Backup selection on the Data directory of the Domino server containing the

databases.
– Backup selection on every directory pointed by IBM Notes (through Notes links, .dir

files) which could contain databases.
– Exclusion of these objects from the backup selections using this syntax:

*.n?f *.box
daos (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)

• One full backup per week at least of the Tina for IBM Domino application.

To perform a Disaster Recovery restore of a Domino server

1. Restore the full backup of the Tina agent or the Filesystem application.
2. Check that the transaction log directory of Tina (TiNa_Logs) is empty.
3. Restore the last two transaction logs through the Tina for IBM Domino application and close

Restore & Archive Manager.
4. Set this parameter in the notes.ini file:

– TRANSLOG_Recreate_Logctrl=1
5. Empty the transaction log directory of the Domino server EXCEPT the two last transaction

logs previously restored. Empty the transaction log directory of Tina (TiNa_Logs) as well.
6. Restore the databases:

a. Synchronize on the last backup through the Synchronizermetadirectory.
b. Select the Show deleted files box. Only the most recent full backup preceding the

reference incremental displays in the Transaction Log Files metadirectory.
c. Select the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
d. Select the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
e. Select the Configuration Filesmetadirectory.
f. Start the restore.

7. Start the Domino server.
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Best Practices
• If you set the variables TINA_LDM_SLEEP_TIME and TINA_LDM_NB_RETRY, you can

reassign their default value (0 and 1 respectively) to shorten restore time.
• Do not set the variables TINA_LDM_REPLICA_ID and TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH in the

Tina for IBM Domino application.

To perform a Disaster Recovery restore of a Domino server with the variable
TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH

If the variable TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH is set in the notes.ini file, follow this procedure. This
variable enables you to specify a destination directory for log restore.
1. Repeat steps 1 to 5 of To perform a Disaster Recovery restore of a Domino server
2. In the directory specified in the variable TRANSLOG_RECOVER_PATH, select the last two

restored transaction logs and copy them in the transaction log directory.
3. Rename the two files (e.g., change c12574ce 5a6e7f 034f 56660eef

- 0000000.LOG into S0000000.TXN).
4. Restore the databases:

a. Synchronize on the last backup with the Synchronizer meta-object.
b. Select the Show Deleted Files box. Only the most recent full backup preceding the

reference incremental displays in the Transaction Log Files metadirectory.
c. Select the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
d. Select the Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
e. Select the Configuration Filesmetadirectory.
f. Start the restore.

5. Start the Domino Server.

Best Practices
• If you set the variables TINA_LDM_SLEEP_TIME and TINA_LDM_NB_RETRY, you can

reassign their default value (0 and 1 respectively) to shorten restore time.
• Do not set the variables TINA_LDM_REPLICA_ID and TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH in the

Tina for IBM Domino application.

Scenario 8: Cross-Restore
The scenario describes the method for performing a database cross-restore:
• From a Domino server to another Domino server.
• From a known incremental backup date.

Note: If you want to perform a database cross-restore from a known full backup date, set the
TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER variable to Yes and restore the database.

General Prerequisites
• The Domino server must be basically installed and configured.
• The IBM Domino version installed on the target server must be the same as the one

installed on the source server.
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• All the installation paths of the target server must be the same as the ones of the source
server:
– IBM Domino binaries.
– The Data directory of IBM Domino.

Backup Prerequisites
This data must be backed up before performing a cross-restore:
• Backup of the Domino environment skeleton through a Filesystem application created on

the source server:
– Backup selection on the Domino directory containing the binaries.
– Backup selection on the Data directory of the Domino server, if it is a partitioned

Domino server.

Note: The backup of the Domino directory can be sufficient if the Data directory is a
sub-directory.

– Exclusion of these objects from the backup selections using this syntax:
*.n?f *.box
daos (beginning with IBM Domino 8.5)

• One full backup per week at least of the Tina for IBM Domino application.

To perform a database cross-restore

1. Restore the skeleton on the target server from the FileSystem application:
– If it is a standalone server, restore the Domino directory.
– If it is a partitioned server, restore the Data directory of IBM Domino.

Note: Check that the notes.ini file is restored with the main certifiers (server.id,
cert.id and admin.id).

2. Disable all the ports in the notes.ini file to avoid any communication with the active
server.

3. Empty the TiNa_logs directory and the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
4. Set these environment variables in the Tina for IBM Domino application:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER=yes
– TINA_APP_LIB_PATH=libtina_ldm?.dll.

Replace ? with the version of your Domino server.
If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by libtina_ldm8.dll.

– TINA_LDM_PARTITION=?:\IBM\Domino\Data?\notes.ini (for a partitioned server).
– PATH=?:\IBM\Domino

5. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the target Tina for IBM Domino application and
connect to the source folder.

6. Select this list of databases in the source Tina for IBM Domino application:
– /Databases/IBM Notes/log.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/inotes/help65_iwa_en.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/schema.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/admin4.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/statrep.nsf
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– /Databases/IBM Notes/busytime.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/events4.nsf
– /Databases/IBM Notes/names.nsf
For a Domino cluster server, other databases are necessary to restart the server. The best
method consists in restoring all the databases located in the /Databases/IBM Notes
directory (which corresponds to the Data directory of IBM Domino):
a. Select the whole /Databases/IBM Notesmetadirectory in Restore & Archive

Manager.
b. Deselect all the sub-directories of /Databases/IBM Notes to keep only the server

databases.
7. Select the last two transaction log files in the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory.
8. Perform the restore and close Restore & Archive Manager.
9. Check that all the databases have Read/Write attributes.
10. In the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory, remove all the files EXCEPT the two

transaction log files restored by Restore & Archive Manager.
11. Set this environment variable in the notes.ini file:

– TRANSLOG_Recreate_Logctrl=1
12. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the source Tina for IBM Domino application and note

the first transaction log required for the recovery of the database you are going to restore:
a. Select the Show deleted files box and a Time Navigation period.
b. Open the database.
c. Right-click the <database_name>.full object and select Versions.
d. Note the first transaction log number according to the Transaction Log Number

column.
13. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the target Tina for IBM Domino application and set this

environment variable:
– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER=no

14. Connect to the source folder.
15. Select all the transaction log sequences in the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory from

the first required transaction log to the last backed up transaction log.
16. Select the database you want to restore.
17. Select the required recovery date using the Synchronizermetadirectory (or select nothing

if the recovery must be performed until the present time).
18. Start the restore.

Recommendations
Several precautions must be taken to restore databases under the best conditions:
• Verify that no agent is working on the databases to be restored.
• Restore configuration files first in case of a disk crash.
• Verify that there is enough disk space to restore databases.
• Set all environment variable values you need BEFORE restoring the databases.
• If the File modified at operating system level while cached, please retry

openmessage is displayed, check that your templates are correctly signed with an
administrator's ID.
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CHAPTER5-Additional Information
These topics give you the List of Environment Variables as well as Addditional Database Restore
Scenarios.

List of Environment Variables
This topic contains this information:

l Windows
l Unix

Windows
When creating a Tina for IBM Domino application on Windows, you must at least define these
environment variables:
• PATH
• TINA_APP_LIB_PATH

This table describes the mandatory environment variables for a Tina for IBM Domino application
on Windows:

Mandatory
Environment Variable

Possible
Value
[Default
Value]

Description

PATH Access
path

No default
value

Specifies the path of the dynamic library nnotes.dll of
the Domino server
(e.g., c:\IBM\Domino).

TINA_APP_LIB_PATH Access
path

Specifies the Tina for IBM Domino dynamic library to
use.

The default value is libtina_ldm?.dll.

Remove the parenthesis and replace ? by the
corresponding Domino server version.

If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by
libtina_ldm8.dll.

Example.

libtina_ldm8.dll for Domino server version 8.

This table describes the optional environment variables for a Tina for IBM Domino application on
Windows:
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Optional
Environment
Variable

Possible Value
[Default Value]

Description
(Variable Value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
ALT_LOGDIR

<data directory>
\TiNa_logs

The Domino server
data directory
path is read in the
directory variable of
the server notes.ini
file.

Enables to modify the location where transaction
logs are copied.

TINA_LDM_
BACKUP_LOGS_
ON_FULL

Yes/No

[Yes]

Backs up transaction logs during full backup
operations.

TINA_LDM_
BACKUP_NON_
LOGGED_ON_
INCR

Yes/No

[No]

If set to Yes, the incremental backup results in a full
backup of any databases which do not have the
Transactional Logging Archive mode enabled.

TINA_LDM_
COPY_LOGS

Yes/No

[Yes]

Backup.

Enables to copy transaction logs (in addition to their
backups) in a directory called TiNa_logs located in
the Domino server data directory by default.

Restore.

Value = Yes: If transaction logs are available in the
TiNa_logs directory, they are copied in the
IBM Notes directory.

If not, they are restored from the media into both
TiNa_logs and IBM Notes directories.

Value = No: Transaction logs are directly restored
from the media into the IBM Notes directory.

Restore is fastest if the variable is set to No.
However, backed up transaction logs located on disk
(orange icon) can no longer be viewed.
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Optional
Environment
Variable

Possible Value
[Default Value]

Description
(Variable Value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
CONTINUE_ON_
ERROR

Yes/No

[No]

Enables to continue the backup if an error occurs
when opening one database. An alarm indicates that
the database was skipped.

If all the retries on opening the database to back up
failed and the environment variable is set to:

• Yes: then the backup continues on the next
database.

• No: then the backup stops on error.

TINA_LDM_
DEBUG

O/1

[0]

Displays more debug messages.

TINA_LDM_
DISABLE_
BACKGROUND_
AGENTS

Yes/No

[No]

During restore, if Tina disables the replication of the
restored database and this variable is set to Yes, the
Disable background agents option is set for the
database.

TINA_LDM_ID_
DIRECTORY

Access path

No default value

Specifies a directory containing ID files to be backed
up.

TINA_LDM_LOG Yes/No

[No]

Logs the beginning and the end of each backup and
restore job in the log.nsf database.

TINA_LDM_
MAX_LOG

1 to 100 000

[5]

Specifies the number of inactive and already
archived transaction logs to keep in the IBM Domino
transaction logs directory. The other transaction logs
are purged each time the database is backed up.

TINA_LDM_NB_
RETRY

1 to n

[1]

Number of attempts to open a locked database.
Used in conjunction with TINA_LDM_SLEEP_TIME.

TINA_LDM_
PARTITION

Access path

No default value

Absolute path of the notes.ini configuration file for
this Domino server. Only in partition mode on
Windows (several Domino servers can be located on
a host).

TINA_LDM_
PURGE_
RESTORED_
TRANSLOGS

Yes/No

[No]

Specifies whether to purge transaction logs restored
to an alternative log directory after recovery.

This variable is ignored if TINA_LDM_RESTORE_
WITHOUT_RECOVER is enabled.
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Optional
Environment
Variable

Possible Value
[Default Value]

Description
(Variable Value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
PURGE_
TRANSLOGS

Yes/No

[No]

Specifies whether to purge the logs after a backup.

TINA_LDM_
REDIRECT_
PATH

POSIX Path

No default value

Specifies a restore directory different from the
original directory.

This restore directory can be a .dir file which
contains any restore path, not limited to the Domino
data path.

The syntax is the same as the one used in the
Restore & Archive Manager file tree structure. It is
recommended to check the syntax, e.g.,
/Databases/IBM Notes/resto.

TINA_LDM_
REPLICA_ID

Yes/No

[Yes]

Enables you to keep the REPLICA_ID of the original
database after its restore.

TINA_LDM_
RESTORE_
POINT_IN_
TIME

YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS

No default value.

Restores the database and recovers it until this time.

If a Point In Time restore is requested at a date
before the first available backup, the Point In Time
date is automatically adjusted to the first backup
date. This change is recorded in the Tina events.

TINA_LDM_
RESTORE_
WITHOUT
_RECOVER

Yes/No

[No]

Restores the database without recovery.

TINA_LDM_
SAFE_RESTORE

Yes/No

[No]

Creates a copy of a database with a (_00) suffix in
the same directory in order to avoid overwriting the
original database.

TINA_LDM_
SKIP_EXIST_
DATABASE

Yes/No

[No]

Skips existing databases on restore.

TINA_LDM_
SLEEP_TIME

0 to n seconds

[0]

Waiting period between two locked database
opening attempts. Used in conjunction with TINA_
LDM_NB_RETRY.
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Optional
Environment
Variable

Possible Value
[Default Value]

Description
(Variable Value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
TRANSFER_
RATES

Yes/No

[No]

If set to Yes, a message (type ACCT) is added to the
event log for each database backed up or restored.
This message specifies:

• The size of the database in bytes.
• The elapsed time of the backup or restore in

milliseconds.
• The transfer rate of data in MB/s.

The transfer rate may be affected by events not
directly related to the database (such as a change of
cartridge, the load on the machine at the time, etc.).
Therefore, you should compare several sets of
results before drawing any conclusions.

Unix
When creating a Tina for IBM Domino application on Unix, you must at least define these
environment variables:
• Notes_ExecDirectory
• TINA_APP_LIB_PATH
• TINA_LDM_PARTITION
• TINA_LDM_UTF8_FS

This table describes the mandatory environment variables for a Tina for IBM Domino application
on Unix:

Mandatory
Environment
Variable

Possible
Value
[Default
Value]

Description

Notes_
ExecDirectory

Access
path

No default
value

Absolute path of the directory containing the IBM Notes
binary and library files for this distribution. This could be one
of these paths:

• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/linux
• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/sunspa
• /opt/IBM/notes/latest/ibmpow
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Mandatory
Environment
Variable

Possible
Value
[Default
Value]

Description

TINA_APP_LIB_
PATH

Access
path

Specifies the Tina for IBM Domino dynamic library to use.

The default value is libtina_ldm?.so.

Remove the parenthesis and replace ? by the corresponding
Domino server version.

If you are using a Domino server Version 9, replace by
libtina_ldm8.so.

Example.

libtina_ldm8.so for Domino server version 8.

TINA_LDM_
PARTITION

Access
path

No default
value

Absolute path of the notes.ini configuration file for this
Domino server. Only in partition mode onWindows (several
Domino servers can be located on a host).

TINA_LDM_UTF8_
FS

Yes/No

[No]

Indicates if the underlying file system is UTF-8 compliant.

This table describes the optional environment variables for a Tina for IBM Domino application on
Unix:

Optional
Environment
Variables

Possible Values
[Default Value] Description (variable value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
ALT_LOGDIR

<data directory>
\TiNa_logs

The Domino server
data directory
path is read in the
directory variable of
the server notes.ini
file.

Enables to modify the location where transaction
logs are copied.

TINA_LDM_
BACKUP_LOGS_
ON_FULL

Yes/No

[Yes]

Backs up transaction logs during full backup
operations.
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Optional
Environment
Variables

Possible Values
[Default Value] Description (variable value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
BACKUP_NON_
LOGGED_
ON_INCR

Yes/No

[No]

If set to Yes, the incremental backup results in a full
backup of any databases which do not have the
Transactional Logging Archive mode enabled.

TINA_LDM_
COPY_LOGS

Yes/No

[Yes]

Backup.

Enables to copy transaction logs (in addition to their
backups) in a directory called TiNa_logs located in
the Domino server data directory by default.

Restore.

Value = Yes: If transaction logs are available in the
TiNa_logs directory, they are copied in the
IBM Notes directory.

If not, they are restored from the media into both
TiNa_logs and IBM Notes directories.

Value = No: Transaction logs are directly restored
from the media into the IBM Notes directory.

Restore is fastest if the variable is set to No.
However, backed up transaction logs located on disk
(orange icon) can no longer be viewed.

TINA_LDM_
CONTINUE_ON_
ERROR

Yes/No

[No]

Enables to continue the backup if an error occurs
when opening one database. An alarm indicates that
the database was skipped.

If all the retries on opening the database to back up
failed and the environment variable is set to Yes,
then the backup continues on the next database.

If all the retries on opening the database to back up
failed and the environment variable is set to No, then
the backup stops on error.

TINA_LDM_
DEBUG

O/1

[0]

Displays more debug messages.

TINA_LDM_
DISABLE_
BACKGROUND_
AGENTS

Yes/No

[No]

During restore, if Tina disables the replication of the
restored database and this variable is set to Yes, the
Disable background agents option is set for the
database.
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Optional
Environment
Variables

Possible Values
[Default Value] Description (variable value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_ID_
DIRECTORY

Access path

No default value

Specifies a directory containing ID files to be backed
up.

TINA_LDM_LOG Yes/No

[No]

Logs the beginning and the end of each backup and
restore job in the log.nsf database.

TINA_LDM_
MAX_LOG

1 to 100 000

[5]

Specifies the number of inactive and already
archived transaction logs to keep in the IBM Domino
transaction logs directory. The other transaction logs
are purged each time the database is backed up.

TINA_LDM_NB_
RETRY

1 to n

[1]

Number of attempts to open a locked database.
Used in conjunction with TINA_LDM_SLEEP_TIME.

TINA_LDM_
PURGE_
RESTORED_
TRANSLOGS

Yes/No

[No]

Specifies whether to purge transaction logs restored
to an alternative log directory after recovery.

This variable is ignored if TINA_LDM_RESTORE_
WITHOUT_RECOVER is enabled.

TINA_LDM_
PURGE_
TRANSLOGS

Yes/No

[No]

Specifies whether to purge the logs after a backup.

TINA_LDM_
REDIRECT_
PATH

POSIX Path

No default value

Specifies a restore directory different from the
original directory.

This restore directory can be a .dir file which
contains any restore path, not limited to the Domino
data path.

The syntax is the same as the one used in the
Restore & Archive Manager file tree structure. It is
recommended to check the syntax, e.g.,
/Databases/IBM Notes/resto..

TINA_LDM_
REPLICA_ID

Yes/No

[Yes]

Enables you to keep the REPLICA_ID of the original
database after its restore.

TINA_LDM_
RESTORE_
POINT_IN_
TIME

YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS

No default value.

Restores the database and recovers it until this time.

If a Point In Time restore is requested at a date
before the first available backup, the Point In Time
date is automatically adjusted to the first backup
date. This change is recorded in the Tina events.
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Optional
Environment
Variables

Possible Values
[Default Value] Description (variable value = Yes)

TINA_LDM_
RESTORE_
WITHOUT
_RECOVER

Yes/No

[No]

Restores the database without recovery.

TINA_LDM_
SAFE_RESTORE

Yes/No

[No]

Creates a copy of a database with a (_00) suffix in
the same directory to avoid overwriting the original
database.

TINA_LDM_
SKIP_EXIST_
DATABASE

Yes/No

[No]

Skips existing databases on restore.

TINA_LDM_
SLEEP_TIME

0 to n seconds

[0]

Waiting period between two locked database
opening attempts. Used in conjunction with TINA_
LDM_NB_RETRY.

TINA_LDM_
TRANSFER_
RATES

Yes/No

[No]

If set to Yes, a message (type ACCT) is added to the
event log for each database backed up or restored.
This message specifies:

• The size of the database in bytes.
• The elapsed time of the backup or restore in

milliseconds.
• The transfer rate of data in MB/s.

The transfer rate may be affected by events not
directly related to the database (such as a change of
cartridge, the load on the machine at the time, etc.).
Therefore, you should compare several sets of
results before drawing any conclusions.

Addditional Database Restore Scenarios
This topic provides database restore scenarios in addition to the standard ones described in
Scenario 2: Restoring a Database.

This topic describes these restore scenarios:
• To restore a database to a known full backup date
• To restore a database to a date between the last backup and the present time
• To restore a database to a date before a full backup
• To restore a database to a new database
• To restore a database to another location
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• To restore a database to another location with a new database
• To restore a database to a directory outside the Domino data directory

Choosing the Restore Date
When restoring a database, you can choose one of these restore dates:
• A known full backup date.
• A date between the last backup and the present time.
• A date before a full backup.

To restore a database to a known full backup date

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_WITHOUT_RECOVER=Yes
3. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
4. Select the wanted full backup date in the list and click Synchronize.
5. Select the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf).
6. Select Restore  Run to restore the database.

To restore a database to a date between the last backup and the present time

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable to the wanted date:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME=YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS
3. Select Past in the Time Navigation area.
4. Open the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf), right-click the user.full object

and select Versions.
5. Note the transaction log number of the last version of the database to restore

(e.g., 0001234).
6. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period between the present and the last full

backup date.
7. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check these objects:

– The TXN log files from the log file you noted the number
(e.g., S0001234.TXN) to the last log file.

– The database (the user.full object or the user.nfs database).

Note: If you check the Synchronizer object, the TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME
environment variable is not taken into account.

8. Select Restore  Run to restore the database and wait for the volume calculation. When the
restore volume is displayed, check the disk space (e.g., if you checked 100 TXN log files,
you need 100x65 MB = 6.5 GB).

9. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

Note: Unprocessed TXN log files may still be present in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path
directory. You can remove themmanually after the restore or set the TINA_LDM_
PURGE_RESTORED_TRANSLOGS environment variable to Yes. See Windows for details.
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To restore a database to a date before a full backup

The procedure describes the steps to follow when recovering between the full backup date and
the previous backup date (which could be also a full or an incremental backup).

This diagram illustrates the two restore steps required to restore a database to a date before a full
backup:

Step 1: To restore TXN log files
1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
3. Select the full backup date after the wanted date in the list and click Synchronize (e.g., Full

N+1).
4. Open the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf), right-click the user.full object of

the wanted incremental backup version and select Versions.
5. Note the transaction log number of the full backup date prior to the wanted date

(e.g., 0000085).
6. Select the Show deleted files box and a time period which separates both full backup dates.
7. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check this object:

– The TXN log files from the log file you noted the number
(e.g., S0000085.TXN) to the last log file.

8. Select Restore  Run to restore the database and wait for the volume calculation. When the
restore volume is displayed, check the disk space (e.g., if you checked 100 TXN log files,
you need 100x65 MB = 6.5 GB).

9. Click OK to validate the restore operation.

Note: TXN log files are stored in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path directory.

Step 2: To restore the database
10. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
11. Set this variable to the wanted date:

– TINA_LDM_RESTORE_POINT_IN_TIME=YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS
12. Open the Synchronizermetadirectory, right-click the Synchronizer object and select

Versions.
13. Select the full backup date prior to the wanted date in the list and click Synchronize (e.g.,

Full N).
14. Select the database you want to restore (e.g., user.nsf).
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15. Open the Log Files/IBM Notesmetadirectory and check this object:
– The database (the user.full object or the user.nfs database).

16. Select Restore  Run to restore the database.

Note: Unprocessed TXN log files may still be present in the TRANSLOG_Restore_Path
directory. You can remove themmanually after the restore or set the TINA_LDM_
PURGE_RESTORED_TRANSLOGS environment variable to Yes. See Windows for details.

Choosing the Restore Location
When restoring a database, you can choose one of these restore locations:
• A new database.
• Another location.
• Another location with a new database.
• A directory outside the Domino data directory.

To restore a database to a new database

– You want to restore in the same directory.
– You want to restore the database with a different name.

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable:

– TINA_LDM_SAFE_RESTORE=Yes
3. Perform the restore operation.

All standard database restore scenarios (see Scenario 2: Restoring a Database for details)
and all additional restore date scenarios (see Choosing the Restore Date for details) can be
used with this variable.

A new database is created in the directory containing the original database
(e.g., user.nsf). This new database has these properties:
– The same name as the original database with a suffix _00

(e.g., user_00.nsf).
– A new DBIID.
– The same REPLICA ID.
– The REPLICA STATUS disabled (replication disabled for this database). It can be

enabled manually.

Note: If you perform another restore, another database is created with this name:
user_01.nsf, etc. The recovery can be applied to this new database.

To restore a database to another location

– You want to restore in another directory, inside the Domino data directory
(Domino\Data).

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set this variable:

– TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH=/Databases/IBM Notes/Restore
3. Run this command on the IBM Domino console:

> show configuration directory
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DIRECTORY=C:\Program Files\IBM\Domino\data

The directory used for the restore is a subdirectory of this path, as it must be controlled by
the Domino Engine.

4. Create the directory inside the data directory of the Domino Server.
5. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application and browse the

file tree until you find the created directory.
6. To restore a database to a directory outside the Domino data directory, right-click the

created directory, select View Directory and copy the directory path.
7. Edit the TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH variable and paste this path in the Value field.
8. Perform the restore operation.

All standard database restore scenarios (see Scenario 2: Restoring a Database for details)
and all additional restore date scenarios (see Choosing the Restore Date for details) can be
used with this variable.

A new database is created in the new directory (e.g., user.nsf). This new database has
these properties:
– The same name (e.g., user.nsf).
– A new DBIID.
– The same REPLICA ID.
– The REPLICA STATUS disabled (replication disabled for this database). It can be

enabled manually.

To restore a database to another location with a new database

– You want to restore in another directory, inside the Domino data directory
(Domino\Data).

– You want to restore the database with a different name to perform various restores of
the same database and make comparisons.

1. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application.
2. Set these variables:

– TINA_LDM_SAFE_RESTORE=Yes
– TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH=/Databases/IBM Notes/Restore

3. Follow steps 3 to 8 of the procedure To restore a database to another location.

A new database is created in the directory containing the original database
(e.g., user.nsf). This new database has these properties:
– The same name as the original database with a suffix _00

(e.g., user_00.nsf).
– A new DBIID.
– The same REPLICA ID.
– The REPLICA STATUS disabled (replication disabled for this database). It can be

enabled manually.

Note: If you perform another restore, another database is created with this name:
user_01.nsf, etc. The recover can be applied to this new database.
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To restore a database to a directory outside the Domino data directory

The procedure consists in adding a Notes link inside the Domino data directory, pointing to a
directory outside it.
1. Run this command on the IBM Domino console:

> show configuration directory
DIRECTORY=C:\Program Files\IBM\Domino\data

2. Add the Notes link inside the Domino data directory by creating a new file with the .dir
extension and containing My_New_directory.dir

X:\My_New_directory
3. Start Restore & Archive Manager on the Tina for IBM Domino application and browse the

file tree until you find the created directory.
4. Right-click the created directory, select View Directory and copy the directory path.
5. Edit the TINA_LDM_REDIRECT_PATH variable, paste this path in the Value field and add the

.dir extension (not visible).
6. Perform the restore operation.

All standard database restore scenarios (see Scenario 2: Restoring a Database for details)
and all additional restore date scenarios (see Choosing the Restore Date for details) can be
used with this variable.
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